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 1 Lorna HAHN
 4 Sandy LEE
 4 Louise ASTIER
 8 Stephen E WEBB
 8 George BOUVERAT
 9 Ronnie AMYOTTE
 11 Yorkie LEE
 18 Andrew VALY
 19 Tara DUNPHY
 20 Susana CHEUNG
 21 Margaret LEWIS
 23 Iris PO
 25 Sylvain CARDINAL
 28 Kaye WARD
 30 Thomas BEREND
 31 Linda FRANCESCUTTI

 Carmel CACHIA
 Michael CHEUNG
 Susana CHEUNG
 Maria DELAURENTIS
 Madalena FILICI
 Terry GROSSKLEG
 Lawrence HAMILTON
 Brian HORNER
 Sharon HUFFMAN
 Dragan JOVANOV
 Biljana JOVANOV
 Okseon KIM
 Claire LEE
 Peter MAXYMUIK
 Philip MILLER
 Vera MILLER
 Mary NG
 Phan Hannah NGUYEN
 Ann PHANG
 Frank PHANG
 Agostino RUSSO
 Fiorino SCLOCCO
 Joseph SCOZZARI
 Werner SEIBT
 Don SHKIMBA
 Tetyana SHKIMBA
 Donna SOBIL
 Connie TSO

 Myra LEUNG
 John SMITH
 

Island Nights
Dance July 27th and 28th

Summer Social
Dance July 13th and 14th

Aloha! No other place in the world has a warm greeting 
that also expresses Love. Dance to music that whispers 
oceans, coconuts and hula dancers, where life moves 
much slower and hotter than everywhere else and its 
friendly culture keeps us coming back. We will also 
dance to the music of the other great vacation islands 
around the world. Caribana is North America’s largest 
street festival held in July and concludes with parades 
on the Civic Weekend in August, that also reflects the 
Carnival events that take place in the Caribbean Islands, 
of Trinidad and Tobago, Barbados, St. Lucia, Grenada, 
St. Vincent and Antigua. Hawaii has also embraced the 
Caribbean easygoing sound and spirit of reggae music 
and inspired ‘90’s Hawaiian musicians to combine 
components of both Jamaican and Hawaiian music to 
make Jawaiian music. Hawaii’s biggest contribution 
was to country music with the introduction of the steel 
guitar. Radio and hotel bands popularized the Hawaiian 
sound. Hawaiian tinged music became a frequent part 
of many Hollywood sound tracks, as well as an integral 
part of local Hawaiian Island tourism. Join us for the 
feel good sounds of the Island and beach inspired dance 
music along with our regular standards and Hot Latin 
music during our Island Nights theme dances on July 
27th and 28th.

Enjoying summer at a garden or BBQ party, we are 
often entertained by the music of our top Pop Artists. 
Songs such as Despacito sounds great even when it has 
a few stretched notes. Songs with an artistic goal in 
mind, might employ a pause or split beats and change 
tempo or rhythm for an effect. If too much artistic 
license is taken with how the beat is handled, how the 
instruments and vocals within the beat count are placed 
- how danceable is the music? For many, we would 
choose strict tempo over popular versions of the same 
song. Ballroom requires the beat count to fit within 
certain parameters to work properly and must stay true 
to that tempo from start to finish. Strict tempo versions 
of the same song removes introductory bars or pauses, 
DJ voice overs, acapella vocal sound introductions, 
split beat counts, and wildly changing instruments. It 
will contain cues for syncopation, for splitting the beat 
or shifting body weight in Latin music, with extra 
instruments providing cues for the dancer. Pop song 
vocals are strong and instruments are weak or mushy. 
There are special features such as, in Samba scores 
will subtly rise in scale for 4 bars, then come down for 
the next 4. This means your movements can go up 
during the first 4 bars and downwards for the next 4, 
making your choreography more interesting. Viennese 
Waltz will rise for 7 bars, reaching a crescendo on the 
8th, then come down to start again, with the foot changes 
recomended in the 7th bar. Strict tempo music makes an 
effort to define the “1” more clearly because in foxtrot 
“1” is the driving and powerful step, while the 3 has a 
feeling of hanging in the air. Rumba has a very visible 
“holding” of the “1” beat with a weight settle in the hips 
and no step. Pro dancers carry dance step sets of 4 to 8 
bars to fit any dance competion music. 
We can be confused by different ballroom associations’ 
standards of Strict tempo bars per minute. Competitions 
in Rumba are now 23, slower than last years 24, but 
older Rumbas are set at 26-28 bpm. Foxtrots are 28, but 
older ones are 30 and American is 32. Samba is 48-50 
but US is 52. Fusion music like bachatatango can be 
danced either style. Argentine Tango music can have a 
cha cha beat or a rumba like phrasing. What needs to 
happen is the DJ has to offer advice, to either do both, 
or prefer one over the other. Some Disco music became 
strict tempo cha cha, but people still expect to dance 
Disco and will do so. Join us at the 30-Up for some 
inspiring and some strict tempo, very danceable, good 
time music, at our Summer Dances.



* My thanks to Bassam for his insights into dance  protocol, from which I 
 have borrowed extensively.

Marjorie White

Drawing your Name?
We are once again holding a special draw for members, 
in September. Top prize at a Friday, Saturday, and a 
Tuesday dance, will be $100. Until then, every time a 
Member attends a dance they fill out a draw ticket - so 
the more often a 30-Up Club Member dances, the more 
chances of winning!  
Drawing a Line
We have arranged to have the parking lot lines repainted. 
This should help encourage people to park between the 
lines! Meanwhile, since the occasional popular movie 
causes overflow from the Cineplex parking lot, we 
remind everyone that there is parking available behind 
the Club and other buildings on the street.  
Reservations - Drawbacks
With the coming of summer, it seems like a good time 
to remind everyone to cancel their reservation if they 
can’t make it to a Friday or Saturday night dance.  
Since we are only guaranteeing a table, not a particular 
seat at the table, please remember to be charitable when 
someone else is sitting in the seat you prefer - and sit 
at another seat at the table. 
When several people cancel their reservations at a table 
for a given night, we place the reserved seats in a way 
that will make it the easiest way to accommodate others 
(for example, one unreserved seat between a group of 
reserved ones can be intimidating!) 
Tuesday Tea Dances – Drawing a Crowd?
With summer days, comes much lighter daytime traffic. 
A great way to spend a summer afternoon is at one of 
our Tuesday Tea Dances, from 12 to 3:30 p.m. We serve 
a light snack and there is plenty of room on the dance 
floor with great beautiful Ballroom and Latin music.

Dance Floor Etiquette
We all dance for fun, relaxation and exercise. Dancing 
is a social activity that allows people to meet people 
and enjoy an evening. 
We try not to be a rules-dominated Club, but what is a 
Club if not a group of people who want the same things? 
Here is how we get there* and keep everyone safe and 
having a good time.  
• Always treat the dance floor as a highway. It is a   
 “one way” street.  
• Only step on the floor if there are no couples in your   
 way, just like driving  
• When one dance ends and you don’t want to dance   
 the next dance, it is considerate to leave the floor by  
 walking to the nearest side, not weave in and out of   
 couples in the middle of the floor.  
• If one partner is unhappy with the other partner’s   
 dancing (yes, this happens!) and stops, be courteous  
 and move to the side. Better yet, keep dancing   
 unhappily to the side then get off the floor and have  
 a discussion about what went wrong. 
• Please don’t teach on the floor… 
• …or do a different dance from everyone else  
• Use our entire beautiful expensive sprung maple   
 floor, not half of it which might block other dancers 
• If you bump into someone or block them, try saying  
 “I am sorry, are you ok?” regardless of who you   
 think is to blame. It is the responsibility of all of us   
 to avoid contact. 
The bottom line: be courteous. Obey the rules. Look for 
oncoming traffic, be generous to new dancers and enjoy. 

JULY  D. J.  SCHEDULE
Tuesday Friday Saturday
3 Haida  6 Alex 7 Pat
10 Larry 13 Haida 14 Larry
17 Peter 20 Larry 21 Orlando
24 Pat 27 Haida 28 Alex
31 Larry
   

Celebrate Summer, smooth and relaxed. It would 
be so nice to be wearing light, crisp, bright summer 
casuals, fresh summer frocks, so cool, dancing 
to the sounds of summer. Oh yes it would be so 
nice to samba with your favourite dance partner. 
Life would be so nice to dance to music warmly 
caressed by salty breezes, swaying palms and the 
whispers of sand and waves. When your dance 
senses are fully charged, our DJ can transport us 
with New Orleans Jazz, California Beach music 
or swing to Memphis or Nashville Blues to dance 
the night away. That would be so Nice.

HAPPY MUSIC - 30-Up Club is the place to find 
our Sunshine Music, from Hawaii, the Caribbean 
and other Islands that have the power to raise up 
your mood instantly. Mixed with exquisite, gorgeous 
standards and the sexiest of  pure passion of Hot 
Latin plays... music is love!! Listen with your heart 
and put wonderful smiles on your dancing feet.

HAPPY MUSIC - So many Beautiful memories 
can be evoked with these songs. This is a  magical 
place to wear Hawaiian shirts and floral skirts. If 
you were blessed to live on the beautiful Islands, or 
just want to get Aloha into your blood, hear once 
again the music that beckons you to the sunshine 
state of mind and have a wonderful dance night.

SUMMER SOCIAL
THE BEST BEACH & GARDEN PARTY

Dances July 13th & 14th

ISLAND NIGHTS
Polynesian and Other Island Delights

Dances July 27th & 28th


